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ontroversy keynotes Kegerreis meeting 

by Gail Snyder the library budget was being cut. athletic budget. "We had hoped Another question centered · administrators, including myself 
and Gary Floyd "I believe they're (the library to increase (the athletic budget) around recent ejections of on short notice." Kegerreis also 
Controversy was the keynote books) more important than more," Kegerreis said. "We had Guardian reporters from campus said that he could not see giving 
at .Thursday's presidential open beating Slippery Rock in hoped to reintroduce .soccer. meetings. "Are we going to have Guardian reporters access to 
0 roeeting, held in Allyn lounge, basketball," the student said. Intercollegiate athletics at WSU a free Guardian?" the student ''closed" meetings, such as 
Tbe student _saucus sponsored Kegerreis disagreed with the have been six or seven years asked. promotion and tenure and 
event, the third this year, was a student's comparison, saying . behind everything else, and was Kegerreis said that Guardian budgetary committees, because 
question and answer format that it was "nonsense to the last to come of age." editors "can see any [Continued on p 3]
between students and Wright compare" library books and 
State President Dr Robert basketball. Kegerreis said that 
a Kegerreis. the library cuts were aligned 
Questions, for the most part, with a University-wide 
centered, around budgetary witl:iholding of capital 
0 matters, the Guardian, and expenditures, and would replace 
a promotio,n and tenure, as did the the capital if revenues were 
o meeting"s initial question; the found. 
e efficacy of giving the athletic As for athletics, Kegerreis said 
s budget an increase of $110,000 the administration regretted 
s while, the student contended, making cuts in the proposed 
Spiegel: 




by Frank Salsburg co11stant contact with \.\.·hat is 
"In· practice I get involved in gomg on in the university. 
about everything." That's how "Anybody who makes 
Dr Andrew Spiegel summarizes decisions should inform 
his job _as executive-vice themselves." He says many 
president, provost and treasurer dec isions should be made at a 
at Wright State. lower level but , " A president or 
If requested to , he can reel off execut ive vice-president likes to 
his official duties. know what is going on even if 
"All the vice-presidents, with they don 't make (the decision)." 
the exception of Fred White, Spiegel has an executive 
report to me. I am responsible assistant, Judy Neiman. 
for seeing· that they carry out "An executive .assistant is not 
their assigned duties. a line administrator," says 
"I have direct responsibility Spiegel. By the textbook, he 
for a number of areas that report says "they act for the person 
to me but not through a they are assisting. 
vice-president." " The power they have depends 
''I'm chairman of the on the confidence of the person 
university promotion and tenure they are assisting." 
committee." · Spiegel says Neiman's duties 
"As provost I'm still the chief are primaril y in the 
academic officer, although much non-academic areas. "I don't see 
of that has been delegated to her 'as a screen," he says 
Murray (vice-provost Dr John admitting she may be seen as 
Murray)." such from the outside. "There is 
In effect Spiegel does the day no one who is forced to go to 
to day running of the. university her. They are free to deal with 
for President .Kegerreis. me any time they want to get to 
''For the most part the me." 
president and I work together in Does Spiegel th ink the 
such a way I feel I am speaking , position is really necessary? 
- for him." "You're damn right I do . 
Spiegel feels he tries to keep in [Continued on page 2] 
Bafunce may Wppk 
by Frank Salsburg still an open question if we 
E xecu..tive vice-president would raise fees." 
Andrew Spiegel has a balanced Barring changes the university 
bucjget in hand, but he is ,not will ha e an. operating budget of 
sure it will stay that way. "What $30,625,397 for 75-76, over 
was a conservative income $5 .5 million more than the 
1VS • estimate may not hold up." current budget.U President Robert Kegerreis 
According to Spiegel there is a wsu expects academic subsidy ~·[Bob Zeidphoto] 
chance subsidy checks from the from the state of $14.3 million, 
state will be withheld from up three million, and income 
November to February with , from tuition of $7 ,878 million, 
double subsidy checksafter that. up over 1.(.2 million. 
CauCus discusses potpourri of subjects 
. by ,Libby Keller them," said R:obert Harvey, tigh.ter." Instead of earning interest on The .budget includes income 
SAt Friday's regular meeting of chairer of Caucus. Tanamachi also reported on the -money, Spiegel said, the from auxiliary enterprises, such 
tudent_ Caucus, members . of "I want to start a University her plans to sponsor an open University would have to borrow as the · bookstore, parking, 
Caucus d~scussed tising tuition wide campaign of talking to meeting for stud~nts of Science money and pay interest. r_esidence hall, and the food 
casts, the possibility of an open people about keeping tuition and Engineering with Dr Brian Another possibility is that 
lllleet· 
service, money given to the 
. •ng for Science and down by printing a paper about Hutchings, dean of the college. money will be diverted from school from various sources for 
,:•neering_students, bookstore tuition with the addresses of Harvey suggested that the higher education to help finance financial aid , other student fees 
I es, and the paramedic hired state representatives and other meeting, which is tentatively equalization of. state aid to (late registration, . drop fees,°! 8Pri~ quarter. information," Harvey added. scheduled for next month some 'elementary and secondary graduation fees), and numerous1
of ihi~ Kegerreis (President Beverly Tanamachi, Science time, be held in the lobby of an education. other sources. 
t ~igh.t _ State Robert J and Engineering reQ_resentative, aud it orium to facilitate If either thing occurs, further Included is a charge to the 
.:,erreis) is being too 9ptimistic asked about the possibility of a communication and also that cuts will be necessary. medical sehool of $100,000 for
Qie ut tuition ·prices remaining rise in the cost of tuition for something to eat be given away Spiegel also said he doesn't administrative services and 
sam~ for coming years. · I graduate students, saying, "It to those who would come to the expect WSU to raise tuition even $200,000 for re~tal space in the~t .the state. legislature may would be a sure way of getting meeting. if the freeze is lifted. "If they Kettering center. 
an increase in on us if we let more money if the budget gets [Continued on page 31 allow an increase in the fees it is [Continued oil page 2] 
--
Athletics gef,S 'modest' increase 

[Continued from page 1] 
Also included is $450,000 in 
interest income from short term 
investments. 
"We go through an elaborate 
process," explained Spiegel, 
describing how the budget is 
arrived at. The university issues 
guidelines on such things as pay 
increases. Each area makes an 
estimate of what its request will 
be. These go through 
administrative channels up to 
the vice-presidential level where 
additional cuts are made. 
According to Spiegel, this 
process was completed by March 
17, at which time expenditures 
exceeded income by $3.5 
million. 
Cuts were made with two basic 
priorities, said Spiegel, not 
touching salary increases, and 
not touching library 
acquisitions. 
"A larger part of the cuts came 
from the service areas than the 
Executive vice-president Andrew Spiegel [Zeid photo} academic areas. I still believe the 
Spiegel: 
academic area is why the 
university exists." 
About $725,000 was cut out 
of academic areas, mostly in 
capital. Spiegel said some 
instructional capital for things 
such as microscopes was left in, 
but replacement equipment and 
new facilities were cut out. 
Physical plant was cut back 
$586,000, student services 
$230,000, the Library $242,000 
( $ 200 ,000 in acquisitions), 
Instructional services $256,000, 
General expense $405,000, 
general administration 
$102,000. 
Spiegel said all the cuts made, 
which added up to $3,199,406, 
along with increases in some 
estimated income left a deficit 
of $53,700. "It's a manageable 
figure." 
Spiegel discussed some of the 
specific areas-beginning with 
the Artist and Lecture series." 
" ... We simply thought it was a 
good thing, but there are so 
many cultural activities ar 
OU'-1
here we can live without it." 
He said $4000 from th 
budget was originally schedul~ 
_to go to Liberal Arts to exparx1 
their lecture series, but was latl'! 
returned to a resurrected Artist 
and Lecture series. "It won't be 
exactly the same," said Spieg~ 
"If students feel they are bei~ 
treated unfairly (to be charged) 
we could change it." 
Spiegel said "the library cut~ 
substantial and damaging." 
He added that he and the 
President will recommend to the 
Board of Trustees the cut be 
reestablished out of non-budget 
sources. 
The amount of the classified 
pay increase is up to the state 
Spiegel said. ' 
"There is every indication 
there will be a substantial 
classified pay increase voted in 
the legislature and Governor 
Rhodes' budget does not provide 
[Continued on p 10] 
[Continued from page 1] 
"Maybe we all perceive 
ourselves as busy." 
Spiegel thinks he is busier than 
he ought to be. "Somebody has · 
to do that kind of thing. It does 
have to be supervised." 
Although some decisions have 
been moved to his level, Spiegel 
doesn't think undue 
centralization of the decision 
making process has happened. "I 
don't think that's true in the 
academic area. Deans by their 
nature have an independent 
. Administrators should be aware of student opinion

personality." 
In the non-academic areas 
Spiegel says some tightening had 
occurred because problems 
existed. He says some areas had 
gotten used to being 
independent entities and he 
would expect some resentment. 
Many of the budget managers, 
he says have not been making 
sound decisions or good 
financial decisions on spending 
capital, hiring people, or making 
budget changes. 
"Some of these decisions have 
The 
been centralized in order to save 
the university money. A lot of 
those people aren't asking (the 
right) kinds of questions." 
Spiegel approves all capital 
expenditures. He explained that 
·When some things don't ring true 
he wants them checked out, 
either by Neiman in 
non-academic areas, or by 
Murray in the academic areas. 
"If they would make these 
decisions we wouldn't have to 
centralize decisions." 








questions he wants, Spiegel says 
there is no simple solution. 
"You just can't fire people 
arbitrarily anymore," he 
claimed, citing extensive 
litigation that often results. 
He knows there is unrest in 
some areas. "I think for the first 
time it's been imposed on the 
service areas that they are there 
to serve ... they are there to 
serve the needs of the students." 
Spiegel is unperturbed by 
claims the centralization actually 
interferes with helping students. 
"I think that they could use that 
as an excuse." 
He also thinks the budget 
tightness has contributed to the 
feeling. "Some of the 
non-academic administrative 
areas have felt a little more 
pressure of late . _ . When things 
are tighter administration is run 
a little tighter." 
Spiegel conceded the problem 
in knowing where to draw the 
l in e about actually making 
decisions, keeping a close eye on 
things. "I suppose it's the 
intangible of knowing when you 
should and when you 
shouldn't." He feels assurance he 
can make the choice, because if 
he couldn't he wouldn't have 
gotten where he is. 
Spiegel wants to hear students 
opinions. "I don't think you can 
run the school without being 
aware, and being willing to be 
aware of what student opinion 
is ... A very wise administration 
isn't going to make very many 
decisions at all without taking 
student opinion into account." 
He sees it as a two way street. 
"I think that faculty members 
and administrators should be 
responsive to intelligent student 
opinions ... students should be 
sensitive to contrary opinions. 
"An academic institution is 
one of the most complicated 
institutions that exists in the 
· western world. There is a 
tendency on the part of students 
to simplify, which is 
understandable." 
Spiegel sees student opinion as 
the most important thing in 
evaluating professors in a 
classroom situation, but feels in 
evaluating scholarship, the~ 
aren:t in a position to judge. 
"If the system is running right, 
students are getting a good 
education, they aren't going to I 
be a 11 t hat i nterested in 
participating in governance." U 
they aren't, he added, students 
will find time to ask questions, 
and then, "they have the right to I 
get some answers." 
But that doesn't mean 
students should run the s/Jo'I, 
"A person having a rightls.'-~ 
opinion doesn't have a right\o I 
having that opinion fo llowed al\ I 
the time." \ 
Spiegel's attitude toward l 
faculty dissent is similar. "You 
should answer them, Jet them 
know why you find it impossible I 
to agree with their decision. . I 
"I like to think there is a 
dialogue going on. Deal with I 
dissent by trying to convince 
them they don't have anything 
to be dissident over .. · an 
educational institution should 
t e n d o n t h e side of 
benevolence." 
Spiegel doesn't think h.e 
always wants things done hI~ 
Way. "I sincerely kn9w that 
believe in diversity. I think there 
are many ways you can teach 
effectively ... I'm not o~er\~ 
sensitive about a rigid cha!Il 0 
command." 
· anHe says that unhappiness 1.n 
3area of the university is 
definite signal. "Then theY (the 
head) would have to change. 
You can't have everybody 
unhappy." 
. Spiegel said,In such a case, ·de 
you have to seek outsi ' 
objective input about the 
problem. t the 
Is unhappiness througho~ to 
University a sign for hI~that 
change? Spiegel doesn't fee y
nbaPP ·people are generally u nd 
"(The faculty) feel involved ~ tat1vesthey feel their represen t if 
. l ed " H said thaare mvo v . e is a 
information that there were 
problem with unrest ton 
brought to him, "I would ac 
that information." 
April 28, 1975 GUARDIAN 3CaucusCampus Happenings 
Many subjecf,S headline meeting
monday, april 28 
veterans educational organization- 3 pm, 118 millett. 
regular meeting of the veo. open to all students (veteran 
and non-veteran) and faculty. 
tuesday, april 29 
physics seminar-11:30 am, 206 fawcett. " why six coils 
don't make a baseball field," steve helton, wright state 
university . 
thursday, may 1 
national law day-12 noon, 221 allyn. dean richard braun, 
university of dayton and judge stanley phillips, 
montgomery county court of common pleas. 
Enrollment rises. 
by Gail Snyder increased. 
Total student enrollment for "Freshmen and new students 
this quarter at Wright State has naturally are encouraged to 
increased 11.3 per cent over last return," said Falkner. 
spring's enrollment, accord)ng to Falkner said many non-degree 
WSU Registrar Louis Falkner. students changed to degree 
This spring's enrollment is status. "Non-degree people have 
currently 11,292, compared to the highest attrition rate here," 
last spring's 10,.141. he noted. 
On the average, WSU students Falkner believes that WSU is 
are taking more· credit hours becoming more than "just a 
than last spring quarter. passing thing with many 
Full-time undergraduates and students. They must be liking 
part-time graduate students also what they see," he added. 
[Continued from page 1] 
The department heads of S & 
E will be invited to attend the 
meeting to answer specific 
questions students may have. 
Sandra Dyer, newly elected 
Business rep, report~ on the 
Bookstore committee meeting 
she attended. Dyer said the 
bookstore loses $20,000 a year 
in thefts and that it is now in 
debt $40,000 this quarter. 
"However," Dyer added, "Mr 
Goeggel (bookstore manager) 
expects to make it up with the 
rush for books in early 
summer." 
Dean of students Bruce Lyon, 
who also attended the meeting, 
commented, " I think . the 
bookstore is doing fairly well in 
regard to the theft rate." 
Dyer asked Lyon about 
punishment for shoplifters in the 
bookstore and Lyon answered 
with, "Shoplifting has resulted 
in suspension from the 
University and we give the 
student the alternative of taking 
his suspension immediately or at 
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the beginning of the next 
quarter." 
Harvey brought up the 
progress of the faculty/course 
evaluations and reported that 
"we (Caucus) have statistically 
valid reports now, however, 
some classes have no returns at 
all. Now Caucus must start on a 
classroom campaign in 
particularly required and 
auditorium classes to get 
students to return the 
evaluations." 
Commenting on the budget 
situation for Caucus next year, 
Harvey said, "Our budget for 
next year now stands at 
$17 ,700." 
T anamachi mentioned that 
Guardian editor Tom .Snyder 
had asked why Caucus got a 
larger budget increase than did 
the Guardian and that Snyder 
had stated that this was 
probably so because Caucus was 
on good terms with Andrew 
Spiegel , Executive vice president 
and provost. 
Harvey said he thought the 
budget should reflect the quality 
of the Guardian produced this 
year and by looking at the staff 
of the Guardian he can 




[Continued from page 1] 
"it's just not customary and 
conducive." 
Another group of questions 
were presented by students from 
the Modern Language 
department, some being the 
hiring and firing policy, the 
necessity of having a PhD to 
teach and student input on 
promotion and tenure. 
Kegerreis outlined the 
promotion and tenure 
procedure, admitted that tenure 
"sometimes sheltered the ­
m ediocre. But the only 
university I know without the 
traditional tenure system is Oral 
Roberts University in 







When you b uy any new 1974 
rotary-engine car equipped 
the way you like it . 
CASH RE BATES ON RX·2s, RX-3s, 
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Agreeing with one student that 
a PhD "does not guarantee good 
teaching" , he was challenged by 
another Modern Language 
student who questioned 
Kegerreis ' contention that 
several Modern Language 
professors, slated to leave at the 
end of this academic year, were 
leaving because of declines in 
student interest. 
"The instructors leaving are 
being replaced by adjunct 
instructors," the student pointed 
out. 
Kegerreis handed the question 
to John Murray, Vice provost 
for academic affairs who said the 
University did no t plan on hiring 
adjunct faculty though Kegerreis 
later remarked that the 
University does hire part-time 
faculty " during times of 
economic uncertainty." 
. The audience then took time 
to pay tribute to Fred White, 
WS U's first employee and 
second president, who soon will 
be retiring. 
Kegerreis commented on 
several bills before the Ohio 
legislature, one of which would 
raise the current "ceiling" on 
student fees from $50 to $75 . 
He said the University was 
"campaigning actively" against 
the raise, but he was "deeply 
t~oubled by talks in Columbus, 
which would adjust the 
foundation formula" which 
\\'ould in turn, he contended, 
put the University in trouble 
financially. 
After commenting on a 
suggest ion to "send the campus 
. food service ARA lo Kentucky 
or someplace," Kegerreis said 
that attrition in the area of WSU 
staff would be minimal. 
Responding to other 
·questions, the president said that 
women's athletics would 
increase with the overall athletic 
budget, denied that the 
University Center was partially 
paid for with research grant, and 
lamented cuts in Landscape 
Management. 
"We had to cut the budget for 
Landscaping $40,000 this year, 
and some last year. When you 're 
given trusteeship of 600 acres, 
it's heartbreaking to make the 
cuts." 
Kegerreis · ended the meeting 
by saying that bids are currently 
out for .additional parking lot 
lighting, and that ·s~curity would 




To say, as WSU President Kegerre i s has
said, that athletics on this campus are funded
lower than most other colleges is begging the
question, as anyone with even a slight fa­
mi liarity with logic should know.
The issue is not how well athletics is
funded at Miami or Ohio State University.
The issue is how can a $110,000 increase in
athletics be justified in this time of fiscal
crisis?
The answer is that . it isn't justified, nor
does it make any sense whatsoever. "Hey, this is supposed to be a drug bust... tltere ain't no drug problem lterel"To give you an idea of how big the increase Snyde Commentsis, it is more than the entire amount at which

student activities is being funded alone.

To an administration that is always chiding

other departments to come up ~ith justifica­
 The ·ultimate conspiracytions for their requests, they surely didn't

apply that same requirement to athletics. With all the conspiracy Howard Hughes conspiracy as wiretapping and such , is setting

The administration also claims it has theorists coming out of the the misguided would have one up for the day when those

already cut $100,000 from athletics before the woodwork to infiltrate the WSU believe, but it is instead Russkie tanks will be rumbling

final increase was settled upon, but that too campus, I feel it is time that I connected to an attempt to down Broadway.

reveal the most fascinating, place our government in the In attacking leftist groups
is begging the question and avoiding the per­
tinent issue. · 	 threatening conspiracy of them Communist's hands. · through the CIA and FBI (yes,
all. Why do you think it is bugging Hoover was a Commie too), theWe cannot say this strongly enough-- to Several years ago, I presented and messing with people's lives Communists are applying thatgive athletics this much money is unfair to it to the Guardian editor, but here at home? Because it wants age old technique of wolf inall the departments who are suffering. In our 	 was laughed out of the room. to get a clue on those who sheep's clothing.years on ,campus, it represents the biggest Yes folks, today, the truth is would oppose a Communist And at the head of this b~budgetary inequality and mismanagement ever out. Today, the truth can be takeover in America. ploy is George Wallace. By 
perpetrated with the taxpayers' and the told: George Wallace is a When it was originally set up, playing on America's patriotism
students' money. Commie. All the time you the CIA was designed only for. and bigotry, the Communists are
If the administration is so concerned about thought he was just a nice down espionage abroad, in the hoping to pull one of the biggest
the PR that athletics gives WSU, then let home boy from Alabama when Communist sectors. Since then, takeovers ever.
them change Athletics Director Don Mohr's 
in actuality he is the head of the however, it has been infiltrated We must stop them beMie J
biggest Commu.nist spy ring intitle to Director of Public Relations. 	
by Commies who have turned their prophecy that capitaliii1!1 I
the United States! 	 the CIA's control to includeOtherwise, the mental fitness and intelli ­	 would destroy itself becomes IYou say you don't believe me, America's free enterprise system. reality . 	 Igence of this admini$tration must be called 	 eh? Ah, sweet innocent skeptic! Why else do you think Howard
into question. They must get out of their Soporific citizen! Philistine! Hughes has been linked to the 
Tom Sny der, the architect of I
well-decorated ivory tower in Allyn hall Adulterer! Pagan! ·CIA? Because the CIA owns his 
Snyde Comments, once attended 
a seminar on Marx , but was Iand realize that the real concern of this Let me fill you in on the real money, not the other way expulled when he said that university is education, not ~ ticket to the 	 scoop; dear non-believer! around. "Horse Feathers " was Groucho'sNCAA finals. I ask you this; what better And the CIA, by destroying
cover for a Communist spy than our freedom at home through 
best movie. 
to appear like the biggest bigot
this country's ever produced by Edward R Girardet although people accuse rrre ofAn appeal to students since General Custer? PARIS (UPI)-A French using a special lens. That's
In all our attempts to get our budget re­ Why do you think Howard inventor has devised a rubbish. The secret is in the
quest approved in some favorable form so that 
Hunt of CIA and Watergate fame three-dimensional screen screen." 
the GUARDIAN ·can stay 12 pages twice a- week, 
went to Arthur Bremer's technique modeled on the Hourdriaux's technique
apartment in Milwaukee and put cornea of the eye, which he says consists of a vertical concavewe have been met on the part of the WSU ad­ all those left-wing articles there could revolutionize the world 188-degree screen, shaped like aministration by a blank wall. It seems they so the cops would find them? film industry. 	 half-cylinder with added floor,just won't listen. To make it look like a Commie He claims the process, which ceiling and wall extensions, all of
They don't understand that because the had tried to kill Wallace instead produces a "total optical which contribu tes toward
GUARDIAN depends greatly on advertising of a fine, upstanding American illusion,'' can reduce motion reproducing an undistorted 3-D
revenue, it needs to stay 12 pages twice a citizen, of course. picture costs and lure back optical illusion.
week. Otherwise; the one 8 page paper which Why do you think Hunt was audiences to the cinema from But it is only recently that
the administration has forced us to have 	 really bugging Democratic television. Hourdriaux perfected the screenheadquarters? No to re-elec,t · "There is no mystery to mywill be two-thirds full of advertising. If 	 by adding floor, ceil ing and wallRichard Nixon as the Commie invention," Jules Hourdriaux,that happens, they will probably tell us 	 extensions thereby vastlYpress would have you believe, 68, said in an interview at hiswe have far too much advertising and _cut us 	 increasing the overall effect.but to help secure a nomination two-room Paris aprartment. "Iback even further. . for Wallace. have modeled. my screen to the
So since we cannot get an adequate hearing That's why, when they were cornea of the human eye,

with the administration, we ar e taking our caught, the blame could be put
case to the students. We ask you to write or on Nixon instead of on Wallace. We want you and yourdrop a note in Dr Andrew Spiegel's office or After all, if Wallace is such an
in ours whether you would like a 12 page election threat to Nixon, then
paper that comes out twice a week or a who in blazes do you think is, or 
letters 
paper which. comes out 12 pages and one with was, the biggest election threat
to Wallace? Why Nixon, of8. 
course.Remember-- with a 12 page paper, we can They had to do Watergateput in more student news. Otherwise, our becaus~ they wanted to destroy
coverage will have to be strictly limited. the Republican party before the

We cannot exist on the next to the lowest '7 6 election, when Wallace





If it weren't for Bremer, we

might have a Commie sitting in

the White House today.

The CIA is not connected to a 
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FBI must give back infcf 

To the editor: 
With the approach of student 
elections this week, I, Bill 
Zimmerlin, wish to officia lly 
announce my candidacy for the 
office of Student Caucus chairer. 
The intenti~n of this letter is to 
briefly outline and explain my 
platform; it is a platform based 
on the premise that "the 
students of Wright State are 
capable of making significant 
and valuable contribut ions to 
the University's policy-making 
processes.'' 
I believe that student 

government at Wright State is 

finally coming of age. By 

initiating st udent surveys and a 

faculty-co urse evaluation, 

Student Caucus has taken the 

fitst steps toward actual student 
body repr ntation. 
'ro be sure, personal contact is 
an integr al part of true 
representation; however, it is 
foolish to assume that one 
representat ive can personally 
know 2,000 students-and still 
get tbe job .done. Referendums 
and sur veys provide a 
reasonable , and necessary 
alternative to this unfortunate 
situation: an effective student 
government , working for quality 
·education, depends on student 
input. To meet this need I 
Propose to continue 
faculty-course evaluations and 
to initiate student referendums· 
and I propose to publish th~ 
results for all to see. 
However, student government 
cannot operate in a vacuum. 
Student voices need to be heard 
ou~side th e University 
~Vtronment . To the point, they 
eed to be heard in Columbus 
~nd Washington, DC. The 
ational Student lobby helps 
~ak for us · in Washington. 
nfortunately at present there is 
no " Oh."W 10 Student lobby; 
hoever I have been active in
lay-p IDg the groundwork for one. 
lease don't be mistaken: if 
tuir · . ton ts going to be held down· 
If g ' rant and loan money is go ing 
to be available· then Ohio needs a t . ' 8 Udent organization that will 
Work · st m the legislature for 
~~e~t interests. Ohio is already 4
eel ID the nation in terms of 
thUcat ion expenditures. I believe 
at grass-roots student input 
ean hel· P get us out of the cellar.1 
11r n conclusion the frag il ity of 
11( h ' b. ig t State student government 
spt:~omes apparent in every ring · 
''all election. Each year an 
·new" t~ s udent administration 
(CPS)-In the past, the FBI, up to a stated amount but want now fil ing an appeal. The 
the CIA, and the IRS have spent to be promptly advised of costs government has 20 working days 
thousands of dollars collecting in excess of that amount. to reply to an appeal. (see 
information on more than 6 If your initial request is sample letters printed below.) 
million private citizens. Now, denied, an appeal within the For further details, send a 
under the newly-revised department is necessary. An stamped self-addressed envelope 
Freedom of Information Act appeal letter should be addressed to the Freedom of Information 
these agencies must spend to the head of the department Clearinghouse, PO Box 19367, 
thousands to give that and should detail the request, Washington, DC 20036. 
information back to individuals. the denial, and state that you are 
According to government 

officials, since the new law went 

into effect last March, federal 
 Tuition rises, as usuaIagencies have been swamped 

with requests by citizens asking (CPS)- Tuition cost hikes of 5 New York, where a 4.9% 

to see their files and by to 10% have been predicted by increase in tuition and a 9.5% 

environmentalists and consumer most college institutions for increase in room, board and 

watchdogs requesting federal next year. health fees have been proposed , 

the progress of t he preceding d oc u ments a nd results of The highest across-the-board over half o f the student 
administration is either ignored government tests. increases for tuition, room a nd populatio n has signed petitio ns 
or forgotten. I argue that some There is one catch , however. board will occur at private of protest. 
co n ti nu ity is imp erative; The FBI, a spokesman said , schools, where the total cost of a In add ition, organizers o f the 
otherwise, student government opens a file on each letter writer, year at college will often exceed protest have written parents 
will never be a viable force on if a file doesn't already ex ist. $6000. urging them to protest the 
campus. By working closely with The spokesman said the new T he increase has caused the increases to t he board of 
Student Caucus for the past files are opened to keep a record money gap betw een a privat e t ru stees. The Ithaca students 
year; and thereby, learning the of the bureau' s response and to and public educat ion to widen have pointed out that their 
" ins-and-outs" of t he syst em, I ensure that one person's file t o two or t hree thousand dollars school was $ 500,000 in the 
am in an excellent posit ion to doesn' t go to someone else with a year and produced some black last year and that the price 
c ontinue a trad it ion o f the same name. concern on t he part of private hikes could be absorbed by a 
responsibility . We are moving in Under the new amendments, if college administrators who see readjustment of priorities. 
you suspect that a bureau has a students opting for a cheaper the right direction. Similar protests have been 
file on your activities, you can education, closer to home. made at XavierBill Zimmerlin University in 
make a formal request Officials of the AmericanPS I would like to remind every­ Cincinnati and also at American 
reasonably describing the Association of State Colleges one to vote May 5, 6 and 7 in University in Washington, DC, 
records sought. Within ten and Universities have predictedAllyn hall ; and that your best where 200 undergraduates 
working days the bureau must there may be 200 ,000 vacanciesvote is Bill Zimmerlin. turned out with signs and 
grant access to this material next fall in their 317 memberTo the editor: buttons r_eading, "We have had 
unless it falls into one of nine institutions.This letter is for the many enough." 
people who passed me in the specific exemptions. This trend, however, does not But economic forecasters have 
To find out if the FBI has kept apply to the more prestigiousfront parking lot when I had a predicted that costs can only go 
a file on you, write to the private college and better-known up as the prices offlat tire. I didn't have a jack, no raw 
body else did either apparently. Deputy Attorney General, state universities. Competition materials-especially fuel and 
I asked Security to help but they Department . of Justice, will continue to be tough at the energy-continue to climb. 
Washington DC. Mark your elite Ivy League schools where,were not allowed to help. They According to a New York Times 
suggested I call home or a tow envelope and letter "Freedom of it is reasoned , students come survey , the accelerating rate of 
Information Request." To check from inflation-proof families.truck. Well I live in Springfield increa~es will continue at 
CIA files write to the Freedom At Cornell University, for colleges for the rest of theand didn't have any money or 
of Information Coordinator, instance, where education costs decade.credit cards. To say the least I 
CIA, Washington, DC. will soar to $5525 not including One semi-bright note is thatwas Shit Out of Luck. 
The law permits agencies to book costs and personal additional financial aid may beI'd like to know why Security 
charge for the direct costs of expenses, applications are up made available. Financial aidcan't help people who have flat 
searching for and copying and number more than 18,000 officers have said they aretires. I pay for my parking 
documents. To avoid large for an entering class limited to liberalizing the economicsticker and fines if I violate one mean 
unexpected costs ask that any 2700. tests, allowing some studentsof their rules, but yet I can't get 
charges be directly related to the Many students have come to whose family incomes werehelp from them when I need it. I 
costs of providing the accept the increases as inevitable previously too high to apply forwould like to see the WSU 

Security provide this service for documents, and state in your but s<>me saber-rattling has financial aid. 

letter that you will pay any costs occurred. At Ithaca College in 
people who need it. 
If it hadn't been for a friend 

and her father I would still be 

out 'there. What is wrong with 

people now days? Don't be 

afraid to help someone who 





''TUE StrUAilON MUSI RE.AU..Y ~ PE.SPERA-re:.- '4~ JUSi SWA~l-OWED tllS swrss BA~K 
mes office; and each year ACCOUW'f NUMBE~1 11 
6 GUARDIAN April 28, 1975 	 Home canning 
Hypertensive Screening Economical but riskyThursday, hypertensiveNews Shorts screening will be provided by Jeanne Lesem reason, avoid poor qualityfree to the University UPI Food EditorFairborn NOW Editorships community in the Millett 	 produce that is bruised or hasHome canning can save soft spots.There will be an informal Applications .for the lounge from 9-12 noon and money, but it also can kill you ifconsc iousness ra1smg and position of Guardian and 1-4 pm. The screening is you aren't careful. 	 Don't overpack. Forcing toodiscussion sponsored by the Nexus editor are available sponsored by Health Services
Fairborn · chapter 	 Five of the seven Americans much solid food into one jar canof the beginning today in the Dean in conjuntion with Security,
National Organization for of Stu dents office, 111 Fairborn Rescue squad and 
who died last year of food borne cause under-processing and
botulism poisoning contracted spoilage.Women Monday, 8 pm at the Millett. Applications must be the Miami Valley Heart
Fairborn United Methodist filled out and returned by Assocation. 
the disease by eating home Never use canned foods that 
Church, 100 North Broad May · 5 to 	
canned food. Commercially show signs of spoilage: bulgingthe Dean of
Street in Fairborn. Students Office. 	
processed food accounts for or leaking lids, off-odors, mold.
only one eighth percent of the Destroy them promptly and inThe student publications
Cheerleading Tryouts subcommittee has established Art Auction for 
botulism outbreaks in this such a way that neither humans 
Wright State cheerleading the following criteria which Scholarship 
country, says the US nor pets can reach them. 
tryouts for men and women On Sunday, May 11, an 
Department of Agriculture. Don't even taste home cannedwill be used to aid in ju~ging
will be held 	 Last year America had 20 food that looks or smells allTuesday, applicants. auction of student and
Wednesday, and Thursday, of · - An acceptable grade~p.oint faculty art work will be held 
botulism outbreaks, the largest right, until you have boiled it.
number since 1935. The US Bring the food quickly to athis . week from 7-9 pm in the average, as determined by the in the Creative Art Center.
dance room of the Physical 	 Department of Agriculture said rolling boil , cover the pan andsubcommittee. 	 Viewing of the pieces, in the the increase is believed to be due boil at least 10 minutes for mostEducation building. ·-Experience in editing or main gallery, will be from 2-3 mainly to new gardeners who foods; 20 minutes fo r meat, cornclosely related tasks. pm. Bidding will begin at 3 canned much of their harvest. and spinach.-Experience in layout, pm. To prevent a repetition, and Leave canning of soup andpaste-up, and other All proceeds will go to the
The President's Brain 	 art scholarship fund. Students teach consumers safe canning 
other combination foods to"mechanical" aspects of methods, the USDA this month commercial packers. The correctIs Missing publication. 	 and faculty wishing to donate
Why was President 	 will 1a unch a series of time and temperature needed for-Writing ability, as their work may leave it in the
Kennedy buried without a determined by · experience art department office May 5, 
information and education canning them should be 
conferences for new media and determined scientifically, andbrain? 	 and/or writing or journalism 6, and 7, or contact Judy
How did the brain get lost? 	 consumers group leaders in nine home experiments can result incourses. 	 Valenti, art department, at 
unsafe food.These questions and other -Organizational and extension 2896. cities. 

will be discussed on the leadership abilities, which can 
Whether you garden or buy 

WWSU talk show on April 29 your produce for canning, Y.OU
only be inferred from past

at 5:30 pm when John Judge, experience. Special Education 
can't avoid the deadly bacteria 

a Dayton area draft counielor that cause botulism poisoning.
-Time available for the job. Applications for graduateand proponent of the 	 They are common in garden soil, FAIRBORN-Relevant references. traineeships in specialconspiracy theory, guests. 	 and even careful washing of foodBoth editors positions are education may be picked upJudge, who has been paying positions. in 373 Millett. They must be cannot remove all tthe poison CAMERAresearching the subject for 5 	 spores. The only way you can bereturned by June 1, 1975.years, believes that on 	 sure of killing ClostridiumSummer Language ClassesNovember 22, 1963 a botulinum is by processing

military coup detat occured 
Department of Modern food-filled jars or cans in a

Languages will offer coursesin the United State and he 	 pressure canner at 240 degreesFRANK SALSBURG, before
will discuss the evidence to in French, German, and 	 Fahrenheit for periods of time20,000 screaming partisans atSpanish during the summerback his theory. 	 Toronto's Maple Leaf 
determined by the type of food
quarter. First year classes willWWS U invites listeners to 	 and the size of the containerGarden, recently defended hismeet M,T ,W ,Th from 9 am tocall in w.ith questions and 	 used.western hemisphere
comments during noon. Both courses run from 	 Don't take shortcuts orthe 	 hamburger eating crown
broadcast at extension 618. June 17 to August 21 rather 	 experiment, particularly · withagainst Canadian champion
The talk show can be heard than from June 18 to August Andre Michael, the scourge of 
low-acid produce, which Oual.ity Equipment
in the 25 as was indicated in the includes all vegetables except forAllyn hall student Quebec City. They started at Discount Price

lounge and the Crock Pot in Summer quarter schedule. some varieties of tomatoes. Use
eating at the same time, and 	 Trades Welcomeonly tested, approved methods,the basement of Millett. Education Assistantships when Michael fell over dead such as those described in 	
Complete 
Applications are now b~ing from gastro-intestinal distress, 	 DarkroomUSDA's booklet, Home CanningSalsburg hollered for "more."accepted for · Graduate 	 SuppliesVA HomeLoqn 	 of Fruits and Vegetables, HomeAssistants in the College of Salsburg will defend his titleHomes available for sale by 	 and Garden Bulletin No 8.Education for the 1975-76 at WS U during May Daze, andVA guaranteed loan may be 	 The chemical composition ofAcademic Year. 	 those interested in competinglisted with the Vet-Rep office 	 fruits and vegetables changesApplications are available in against the "terror of Burgerin the Allyn hall lounge. 	 with age and can reduce theRoom 320 Millett Hall. The Chef," can do so by calling acidity level which is critical indeadline for filing is Ap~ 30. Floyd at ext 2505.Music Seminar safe canning. For the same

A week long seminar of

church music at Wittenberg

University · in Springfield,

sponsored by the Miami 
 Come To An Evening OfPresbytery of the United





Early tuition fees for the

conference are $35 if received 




on-campus housing is desired,

there is an extra fee of $55. A

limited number of 
 People's Culture~~-~· ,t' ~' ·scholarships are available. ~~Victoria Opera House Admission $1 .oo ~,J• - · ' - · -ACCOUNTING AND Children $.50 ~ ' ·

FINANCE MAJORS WED., APRIL 30th 7:30 pm. A
Free Dav Care
Let us help you:
PLAN AHEAD For tickets or information call 224-3055 or 223-7450To Become a CPA 
THE BECKER Sponsored by the REVOLUTIONARY STUDENT BRIGADE &
CPA REVIEW COURSE the REVOLUTIONARY UNION 







DAYTON 513 426-5087 
 also prairie fire .on the quad free-
Our Successful Students Represent ·
1/4oF USA 	 12 noon Vied. april 30 
April 28, 1975 GUARDIAN 7 
House bill could 

ban college beer 

by Gary Floyd alco h lics," Damschroder 
A bill before the Ohio House continued. " Do they sell beer at 
of Representatives would make Wright State? Well, the sale of 
it illegal for Wright Stat e, or any beer at Bowling Green became 
other "state supported college" so successful t hey had to open a 
to sell beer on campus. b ranch of Alcoholic s 
House bill 565, proposed by Anony mous. Many of the 
Representative Eugen ~ students I've talked to claimed 

oamschroder (Republican­ that professors came to class 

Fremont) would ban the sale of drunk. 

suds at universities, regardless if " What we're doing is making a 

the school or the university food dru g av a ilable on campus. 

service held the liquor license. Everybody talks about drugs, 

"I believe my const ituents but nobody does anything about 

wanted this bill ," said it." 

Damschroder. "Many of · my Damschroder claims the bill 
 WSU's Gaza house, once the Guardian's office, is now used by landscape managment. [Allen
constituent's children never has 36 co-sponsors, and may Wilganowski photo]tasted a beer before they went pass the Ohio House, though he 
to a college campus, and found isn't certain the bill will pass the 
it as common as water. Senate; necessary to become 
"A lot of students turn into law. College seniors disillusioned 
S~dy's 10-year prophecy OKLAHOMA CITY 33 percent "no," Gallup said. place themselves on a political 
(UPI)-College students become The same question drew a spectrum going from f.ar right to 
progressively more disillusioned response from seniors of 4 7 far left, the shift from freshmang~ for grads 
with the United States as they percent "yes" and 53 percent to senior .years is marked," 
Although only 2600 .jobs are "no." Gallup said. "At the freshm~n(CPS)--Colleges will vastly advance from their freshman to 
likely to open up each year for senior years, to the point that "It is rather astonishing to find level, 30 percent placeoversupply certain professions 
with qualified workers during newspaper reporters, colleges 25% of the seniors would rather that one college senior in every themselves left of center or far 
the next 10 years, a have reported an ~nnual output live in another country, pollster four says he would like to live left, compared to 24 percentLabor 
Department study has predicted. of 5114 undergraduate degrees George H Gallup said Friday. the rest of his life in another who describe themselves as right 
in journalism, 843 masters of center or far right."The result, · the department He also said political views nation," Gallup said. 
said, will be that graduates will degrees and 15 doctoral degrees. become more liberal, religious He said students move sharply He said by the senior year 53 
The oversupply is worse in tu the political left as they percent place themselves left ofhave to settle for jobs previously beliefs decrea$e in importance 
center or far left compared withheld by individuals with less psychology where it is predicted and liberalization occurs on advance from freshman to 
than four years of college. that the supply of workers will attitudes toward sex, drugs and senior. 20 percent who say they are 
"Problems for college be 10 times greater than the alcohol as students advance "When students are asked to right of center or far right. 

gtaduates will more likely be annual need. thr_ough college. 

employment below the level of Gallup released the findings of
Fewer in families Marriage up, birth down'lk\\\. for which they were his organization's latest survey in · 

trained, resulting in job a commencement address at (CPS)-The marriage rate has over 10,000; Pennsylvania, down
(CPS)-The US Census Bureaudissatisfaction and high Oklahoma Christian College. · begun to decline for the first over 8000; and New Yorkreported recently that theoccupational mobility, rather ''Progressive disillusionment time in 16 years, and the where almost 8000 fewef average number of persons livingthan unemploym ent," a with the country occurs between downward-spiraling birth rate marriages were performed inin a US household has declined department spokesperson said. freshman and senior years," has begun to level off, according 1974 ti1an in 1973.
from 3.19 to 2.97 persons.Between now and 1985 the Gallup said. to a new study released by the The national fertility rate,The report was based on astudy projected, job ope~ings Pollsters asked stud~nts at 57 National Center for Health which measures the number ofnationwide sample surveyappear good in the airline colleges and universities if they Statistics of the Department of births per thousand womenconducted in March 1974, andindustry, ·health services, thought almost everyone in HEW. between the ages of 15 and 44,also showed that the median ageaccounting, banking, and clerical America today could get ahead According to the study, declined by only 1% in 1974.for household heads droppedwork. if he wanted to. · Freshmen 5 4, 0 0 0 marriages were Since 1970, the average annualabout a year to 47 .3 years.College and university output responded 67 percent "yes" and performed in 1974, a · decline of drop has been 7%. In 1974, theThe Bureau attributed theappears excessive however for 2.4% since 197 3. Those states actual number of births rose bychange to younger couples livingchemists, fo~d scientists with the biggest drop in 29,000.alone and having fewer children. ~eologists, historians, lawyers: marriages were California, dow~ 

life scientists, meteorologists, 

oc~~nographers , · physicists, 

P<>ht1cal scientists and teachers. Dr Frank P Dapore 

?PPortunities are particularly and 
shm in journalism and Dr Kenneth R Gilfillan 





 471 W Funderburg 878-8800 Fairborn, OH
FOR SEPTEMBER 2 minutes from campus
LEWIS UNIVERSITY'S 
COLLEGE OF LAW 
• Applicants are individually ' GIVEreviewed with a 4-week Pre-Law 





• l~ter-disciplinary Abortion lnforma.tion Service BLOOD FORcurriculum-challeng ing " track" 
llrograms - begin the first year. 
• The lewis approach to legal VERY CLOSE TO AREA 
education guides you to your 

future as a competent , 
 SHAKESPEARE. 
humanistic attorney. Assisting 1 to 24 Week Pregnancy
• Our 128-acre suburban 
~Pus offers a unique learning Terminated By Li.censed Physicians $10 pt::r donation to buy your books.nvir~nment, close-by a major 
llletropolitan area. Immediate Arrangements Plasma twice a week. Or 
INTERVIEWS AVAILABLE will be made with no hassle whole blood every 8 weeks .::z 1 AT S.M.U. WITH Mon.-Sat. Free ParkingLow ratesCO N A. CHURCH. 






lewis University College of Law t'!lbloodallianceRt. 53& CALL COLLECT ·;. 24 HOUR SERVICE 
·Roosevelt Rd. 
165 E Helena StreetGlen Ellyn, 111: 
60137 224-1973 
(312) 858-7200 21·6-631-1557 
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Thank God he's a country boy 
by Susan Op t Adding some very competent Night in Toledo, Ohio ("theyJohn Denver: Thank God he's pickin' to the songs were Steve have entertainment to dazzlea country boy! In the 23rd of 23 Weisburg on pedal steel guitar your eyes ... visit the bakerydays straight on his spring tour, and slide dobra and John and watch the buns rise") was John Denver outdid himself on Sommer on banjo, fiddle and well recieved.
last Tuesday at Q_D Arena. mandolin. Three new songs wereDespite minor technical Accenting the lyrics to many introduced in the concert, oneproblems, Denver's enthusiasm songs were slides and film clips of which was a tribute t;radiated a contagious joy in his projected onto screens behind Jacques Cou steau, entitledsecond live concert' in Dayton. the band and orchestra. Calypso.
Denver's "simple" country 0 ne particularly good film Another new song had anrock tunes were not overdone in effect was a short cartoon of a interesting story behind it, aboutthe least by the small orchestra wilderness paradise turning into an u nfru it fu l duck-huntingthat accompanied him. a metropolis in fast motion, expedition, and was called FiredThanks to the capable serving as a prelude to Rhyme Two Shots, Shot No Ducks. 
arranging of Lee Holdridge "a and Reason. At the climax of the show, the
genius" in Denver's words, the And of course Denver's sick, whole group was joined by 
orchestrat ions added power to albeit hilarious, sense of humor Liberty, a warm up group touring
such songs as The Eagle and the showed through as he "lowered with him.
Hawk . the quality of the show" with They turned out a fast
If the genius was with Forest Lawn (where "fireworks bluegrass instrumental followed
Holdridge, the talent was in spell out 'Rest in Peace' " by a fantastic foot-stomping
Denver's backup group. Another funny song Saturday Thank God I'm a Coun try Boy,
which earned him an instant
standing ovation.Kilometers and grams added to World Book As a quiet, melodic encore,
Denver sang a beautiful This Old
by Joan Hanauer T his is one of those major This self portrait by the British Little, Brown, $7 .95 Guitar, ending a most succes.sfulUn ited Press In ternational rev ision ye ar s, and the scholar who achieved fame in and enjoyed concert.Two captains in the New YorkWorld Book Encyclopedia Field up-to-the-minute articles range this country through the City Police Department haveEnterp:r:ises, Chicago, $279 from science and energy to television series and book, written a savage novel of
As a parent you may have Watergate and international Civilization, has an occasionally corruption and hypocracy in law 
Non-smoking

relearned grammar, studied up relations , 
 with Nelson po~pous air that annoys but enforcement. After a police dangerouson revisionist history and even Rockefeller and a full -scale mainly his is a satisfying study captain arrests a known criminalmastered the new math in order Gerald Ford presidential of a remarkably successful life in for a series of homosexual (CPS)- A Brit ish medical studyto help the kids with their biography included. the arts. Clark's uncommon murders, he shouts police of nonsmokers released late lasthomework. Now what are you To prove that it really is up to ability to recognize and interpret brutality. The captain suddenly month revealed. that nicotine isgoing to do about the metric date, the World Book now art won him many honors, an becomes the quarry in this present in the blood and urine ofsystem? devotes only half the space it · impressive collection of rousing novel that moves in nonsmokers simply because theyFor those who throw in their once did to the Beatles. Such is acquaintances and a charmed, shock waves. associate with others who doslide rules when it comes to the fame, student-wise. ·charming career. smoke.exotic world of meters and
kilometers, the World Book A T im e For Angels, by Elmer The Mask 
God 's Dog, by Hope Ryden. " The fact that some nicotine ~ I
of Memory, by Coward, McCann, Geoghegan, present in the urine of almost allEncyclopedia boasts it is coming Bendiner. Knopf, $12.95 Victor Canning. Morrow, $7 .95 $12.50 nonsmok e r s suggests t!Wto the rescue as the first major Like many popular histories, Canning blends violence and The maligned and feared episodes of passive smoking tencyclopedia to provide readers this account of the founding of human frailty in such an expert . coyote is put in perspective in a common in urban life,". the Iwith metric as well as more the League of Nations carries the mixture that at times he seems book whose title is the Navajo medical team preparing thefamiliar measurements high drama that goes with a more an 18th century novelist name for the animal long study noted. " It requ ires oothroughout the new edition of massive undertaking involving than one of today's most skilled considered a pest by ranchers. more than one or two smokersits 22 volume set, as well as a the world's political leaders. mystery writers. When a Miss Ryden, a naturalist, to contamiriate a vehicle orrevised article on the metric Lloyd George of Great Britain government espionage agent is photographer and writer, depicts building," the doctors added.system. and Clemenceau of France argue killed in a fall from a cliff, his coyotes as clever creatures with According to the study, In order to meet the changing and manipulate while, a colleagues are forced to uncover an important ecological role in ''passive smoking may be needs of students from different plane, Woodrow Wilson the circumstances of his death an informative book that should harmful , and infants are most atelementary through high school, struggles with his impossible and the whereabouts of a packet fascinate wildlife lovers. risk." .
World Book is updated · annually dream. A highly readable tale of valuable papers he had 
 Y.et, the warning was qualifiedand undergoes major revision that is shattering in its impact. secluded. with the observation that mostevery third year so that it can be Another Part of the World, by nicotine is excreted as fast as itused to complement classroom Kenneth Clark. Harper & Row, Nothing to Report, by Robert is taken in by nonsmokers.study. $11 McLaughlin and Phil Foran. 
COMPARISON PROVES OUR QUALITY
Lynn, Sonny James in• concert 
by Pamela Anne Hutzel Unlimited sponsors five Country pm show designated a sell-out. Owned (,. Managed
WONE radio, and Country Music Spectaculars a year with Tickets can be obtained at the Baltzer - Catalano - Stanchak
Music Unlimited, will present its fifth and final show's profits downtown ticket office of OPe:N - 7 DAYSthe "Queen of the Country being donated to this Rikes, · Sears, and Jim Flynn's,
Music" Loretta Lynn, and organization. and Memorial Hall the night of 4313 AIRWAY ROA D
Sonny James the "Southern WONE radio established its the show. - 1888 COL GLENN HWY. (NEAR SMITHVILL E R D .) 
FAIRBORN, OHIO DAYTON, OH 10 45431Gentleman" in concert for two Project Youth 70 five years ago 878-3921 253-8154shows at 6: 30 and 9: 30 pm at with the help of local

Memorial Hall, Friday May 2nd. businessmen. Its major goal was

Also appearing will be Nat to fu rnish area people with

Stuckey, and Johnny Russell. t emporary summer jobs.

All proceeds will go directly WONE program director T erry

into a fund Project Y outh 70. 
 Wood said the reserved seats
WONE and Country Music were selling fast with the 9: 30 
BUY ON E WHOPPER®
GET ONE FR EE 
Our famous broiled beef burger and 
all the trimmings
Offer expires June 1st
1072 Kau ffman Ave ., Fairborn, Ohio 

4250 Linden Ave., Dayton, Ohio 

.·.· .·.· .·.·.-:-:-:-:-:-:-:.:-:- ...· . 
April 281 1975 GUARDIAN 9Brussell sprouts conspiracy 
by Libby., Keller . _ 
Ma. e B r u s se ll , not e d 
investigator o f political 
conspiracies, spoke to a crowd 
f about 150 in Gelman. 
0
uditorium Thursday afternoon. 
~russell o ffers . theories 
concerning such topics as the 
assassinatio ns of J-ohn F 
Kennedy' Robert Kennedy, 
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King, 
and George Jackson, and 
Watergate and the Pentagon 
papers. 
Her lecture Thursday, 
sponsored by University Center 
Board, centered on JFK's 
assassination. Brussell claims 
that Lee Harvey Oswald was 
falsely accused of Kennedy's 
murder, according to proof she 
bas discovered . . 
After eight years of extensive 
research, she will be publishing a 
book this summer pointing out 
bow Oswald was framed by the 
Cental Intelligence agency. 
According to Brussell, "Oswald 
said the picture the CIA had of 
him (which -.was printed in Life 
magazine) holding a rifle and a 
pistol was a composite. There is 
conclusive proof that it was a 
eomposite when it was examined 
closely, especially around the 
chin area. 
"And the gun which he had in 
the photo was first thought to 
be Japanese, then German, and 
finally Italian. Oswald claimed it 
was German but has 'Made in 
. Italy' on the bottom of it." 
Brussell also offers a theory as 
to -where ·the picture of Oswald 
with t\u! guns originated. "The 
neeative Clllle from a box which 
had been removed from the 
house of Os~ald's friends by 
Dallas police and returned 24 
hours later. When the box was 
taken, no inventory was taken of 
its contents so no one knows 
where the photo really came 
from. 
"Also, there was no record of 
any other pictures-on that roll of 
film, of the camera which 
produced the picture, and the 
person who developed the 
Photo." 
As to the site where the 
Photograph was taken Brussell 
claims that it was the back yard 
of Oswald's apartment which he 
had vacated a few weeks earlier 
AU .
egedly, the apartment was 
Padlocked but the yard was 
accessible to anyone who tried 
to use it, according to the owner 
of the building. 
po~~ssell contends that Dallas 
Wh:e produced the picture 
e Oswald was away and thenI Was inserted• into the box u confiscated from Oswald's 
friends. 
The gun which supposedly was 
used by Oswald to murder 
Kennedy also has been under the 
"scrutiny. of Brussell. The 
housewife turned investigator 
commented, "The district 
attorney in Washington, DC 
could find no fingerprints on the 
rifle. However' the Dallas polic2 
later sent a palm print which 
they claimed they forgot to send 
when the gun went · to 
Washington." 
She added, "The FBI then 
asked Dallas to identify the ·kind 
of equipment which they used 
to find the palm printsirtcethey 
could find nothing on the rifle. I 
contend that there were no 
fingerprints, palm prints, or a 
paraffin test performed in 
connection with the rifle, and 
that the picture was taken while 
Oswald was in New _Orleans." 
Brussell gave a question and 
answer period when the question 
of why Kennedy was 
assassinated by the CIA was 
asked. She responded with, 
"Kennedy wanted troops out of 
Vietnam by 1965 (the war 
escala t ed after his death), 
promoted integration, nuclear 
test ban, and an attack o n 
organized crime with his brother 
Rober~. 
"By getting John ·out of the 

way, the CIA was then able to 

get to Bobby (Kennedy) really 

easily," she added. 

When asked if there is anyone 
in the government who can be 
trusted, Brussell responded with, 
"Yes, there are certain people. 
Those who don't have money 
they can't account for, those 
who w-ill tell you where they 
came from and people who 
knew them are able to be 
trusted. The way they act is 
what they are, not what they say 
they are." 
A no th er asked why the 
Kennedy family does not do 
somethin g ab ou t their 
mistreatment and Brussell said 
she thought the Kennedys were 
being blackmailed to keep quiet. 
Other theories of Brussell 
include CIA ownership of the 
Hughes corporation (started by 
multi-millionaire Howard 
Hughes whom Brussel thinks is 
dead since no one has seen him 
for 20 years) and weather 
manipula~ion . 
Brussell feels that the weather 
is being manipula ted by 
satellites, a practive started by 
th~ Nazis under Hitler which has 
been carried over by other 
countries to starve millions of 
people in certain areas, reducing 
the number of people a country 
must try to conquer. 
Al~, Bru~sell contends that 
certam Nazis agents have been 
hired by California authorities to 
use electrodes to. gain mind 
control of inmates of California 
prisons. 
Brussell also has a weekly news 
s h o w call e d Di al o g u e 
Conspiracy' which is aired on 
WVUD Sunday mornings at 8: 15 
and lasts 45 minutes.R /aVe 
handled nice 
by Wilbur G Landrey 
United Press International 
Mau rice Ravel was many 
composers in one without losing 
the consistency which made him 
distinctive. In recording Ravel's 
complete works for solo piano, 
the French virtuoso Philippe 
Entremont demonstrates this 
again. 
T h e t h re e - rec o rd s e t 
(Columbia D3M 333 1) 
complements Entrem o nt 's 
earlier recording of Ravel's 
concerto in G minor and 
concerto for the left hand. 
Together they are a very fine 
statement of Ravel's piano work 
and confirm Entremont as a 
fo remost interpreter of a 
composer who was essentially 
French. Traditionally regarded 
· by critics as inferior to his 
contemporary Debussy, Ravel 
succeeded nevertheless in 
creating a more timeless music in 
the age when Impressionism was 
spilling from painting 'into 
Mae Brussell 
music. contemporaries. 
Entremont also has a recent Some of these works will be 
t wo -reco r d a lbum of the familiar to students of the piano 
sonatinas of Haydn, Mozart, as they were intended by their 
Beethoven, Kuhlan; Clementi c omposers to be aids in 
and Dusek (Columbia · MG teaching- and have since been so 
33202). used. 
It is actually more . about 
Muzio Clementi , Friedrick Recycle 
Kuhlau and Jan Ladislav Dusek, 
who all composed in roughly the this 
same 18th century period as 
th e ir b etter remembered Guardian 
1227 Wilmington Avenue . 
_ · · ~1 Wilm~gto~~ '~nC:\\'\Q
sic ~, 0 , o~ · J 
stop in this week 
fraternity and sorority part ies welcome 
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Teachers apply for food stamps
(CPS)-The National the middle rungs of income may said in part.
Education Association (NEA) qualify because of exemptions Although there are no figurhas publicly encouraged member for large numbers of dependents available on the number :teachers to apply for food and deductable expenses. teachers who may qualify forstamps and to start information "Many working teachers are the stamps, it is known t~campaigns about the availability checking ... and discovering many public school teachersof food stamps, directed that their income after expenses earn less than the acceptableexpecially to senior citizens. qualifies them to join the 17 standards set by the Bureau ofNEA pointed out that many million Americans nvw buying Labor Statistics, NEA said.teachers and other persons on the stamps," the NEA statement 
873-3147 873-3147Classifieds
Balanced .budget -·. PIANIST FOR weddingLARGE WESTINGHOUSE[Continued from p 2] Vice-provost Warren Abraham For Sale refrigerator with freezer top. receptions. We can providefunds for it." and $32,000 for university Thermostat needs work. $5. equipment if you need it.
He said the cost, estimated at bulletins Spiegel said was moved NEEDED TO sell Brand name Very reasonable. Call Jerry

$500,000 would be paid out of a in from other areas to give · stereo components to 
Call Tuesdays or Thursdays 875-5778 or Gary 256-5480.
890-3821. 4-28-2year end surplus from the Murray tighter control of the students at lowest prices. H.i 4-24-2
current year due to unspent expenditures. commission, NO investment
money and extra student fees Spiegel's 'budget is rising to required. Serious inqu~j,es Miscellaneous
(above projected enrollment). If $181,000 from $148,000. This 0 N L Y ! F A D TWO CATS desperately needthe raise is paid for by the includes $23,000 for out of state COMPONENTS, INC, 20 FUTURE CPA's learn how to homes. Both females, bothlegislature, Spiegel said the travel (new this year) and Passaic Ave, Fairfield, New prepare for the CPA exam. 
 with shots. One gray , spaded,
money would be used to restore $15,000 for university legal fees Jersey 07006 JERRY Becker CPA review course.

other cuts. (which was included last year). DIAMOND 201-227-6814 Call collect, Akron 216 
7 years old. Other black, 8

months. Grey should haveA nine percent pay increase The budget covers Spiegel, one 4-3-- 434-1171: Cincinnati 513 home with couple, no otherfor faculty and unclassified staff and a half assistants (he shares CARPET FOR SALE. Olive 651-4487: Cleveland 216 cats. Cal~ 233-1609. 4-24-2has also been included. Dave Atwater with President green 10' by 12', padding 696-0969: Columbus 614
"40 percent of the nine Kegerreis) two and a half available. $25. Yellow shag, 224-3290: Dayton 513 EASTER CHICKS outgrown
percent is across the board," said secretaries (one-half for 10' by 12', padding available. 426-5087. 4-28-2 their pen'? Give them a good
Spiegel. Atwater) and one receptionist. $25. Green tweed, rubber DRIVER WANTED: A home on a farm. Call
He said the university would Also included is $12,000 for backing, 10' by 12'. $15. Call responsible party to drive 429-1813 evenings. 4-28-2
go by units. Nine percent of the communications and $7000 ext 1416. 4~28-2 U-Haul truck Southwest. In
current budget for salary has Spiegel said was used to travel to exchange for accomodations, FOUND: WHITE cat. About
been made available as a pool, recruit faculty. ' 1970 LEMANS SPORT. 350 gasoline, meals, en route and one year old. Picked up by Dr40 percent of which will be The inter-collegiate athletics 
automatic, power steering return ticket . Must have valid Pumpelly's on Col Glenn ldivided equally among all people budget will and brakes, plus posi-traction. highway. If she's yours, callincrease from state driver's license.in a Also has AM-FM radio, airunit. The remaining 60 $265,000 to $375 ,000. References required. Call 253-4823. 4-24-2 ;percent is available for merit conditioning, and an electric"There are legitimate 254-2304 . 4-28-2 MARTHA JONES , AAA ;
increases, to be decided for each arguments on both sides," said 
trunk release. The car is in Driving School, 825 s!person individually by his Spiegel about the increase. "I really fine shape inside and SUMMER EMPLOYMENT, Ludlow, Dayton, Ohio 454C1 '
superior. think it represents an interest on 
out. Asking $1,350. Call Jeff students and instructors. 4-17-4 I
"We cut out of state travel the part of the university in 
after 5:00 at 335-2377. $240-$400/wk. Contact Chris NOW ACCEPTING students
completely out of the 4-21-3 Argires 293-0432. 4-28-2modestly increasing support for for private flute instruction
non-academic areas of the the basketball team." beginning . through advance.FOR SALE: FX 525 Pioneerbudget," said Spiegel. "I have Spiegel said the increase would . For more information please
retained in my budget at least a . be used primarily for grants in 
Amp. ·united Audio Dual Classified ads are free to contact Dayton Band Studioturntable. 2-SRLsmall amount of money I can aid, six in basketball, three in 
spkr cab members of the Wright State 4523 N. Main 275-7771 or
dole out ... I'd 'like to limit swimming, and one in wrestling. 
Each 1-15", 4 tweeters. Paid community. Classifieds will Kenny at 275-0022 after 6.$600.00 new, 5 months ago.going to these conventions." · Each is for tuition, ro·om and run in two issues, and then 4-24-2

Academic out of state travel board, $15 a month, and books. 
Will sell for $450.00. Also must be re-submitted. 

was left at the March 17 level, For an in-state student this 
new needle and cartridge. Call Classifieds may be dropped in RIDE NEEDED from Phillips 
which Spiegel said was slightly amounts to apout $2600. 
294-1945 Ask for Denny or the bulls-eye box across from Avenue, Dayton. MWF 9-2,
Chuck. Or call 256-3358 and TTh 11: 15-3: 30. Will comeunder the current year's. Spiegel said it was not a matter the Crock Pot, at theask forA no th er area of severe of going big time. 
Fred after 5 pm. Guardian office 046 early or stay late. Will help
4-24-2reductions was telephone "You never really get big t,ime University Center, or by 
pay for gas. Call Veronica 
budgets. in division II (of the NCAA), but 
WURLITZER ELECTRIC calling extension 638. 253-4823. 4-24-2 
According to Spiegel, $60,000 added, "it isn't worth increasing 
piano. Old style, black, $65 to $95 PER
portable in good shape butwas cut out of communications support for unless you expect to WEEK/parttime. UnlimitedWILL ·DO typing. Call Kary~in academic areas, $164,000 in get better." 
needs tuning. $200.00 or best earning potential in236-3175. 4-24-2other areas. offer. CaU. 426-6650 ext 255 addressing envelopes at home.He said the increases in
'It means a reduction in the athletics were planned last fall 
between 8: 30 and 5:00. Ask 
TYPING THEMES, etc Call 
Companies pay top money
number of phones that will be before the university knew how 
for Mike. 
Mrs Hale after 5 at 233-4870. 
for that "personal" touch.
available. There. probably will be tight the budget would be. 1968 FORD RANCH wagon 4-21-4 For further information
some junior regarding opportunities withfaculty without "It is a way of getting the 302 automatic. It's been a BIKE REPAIRS, fast &phones." Overall, he said, phone these companies, send $2 toname of the school before the good. car. $450.00 or best reasonable. Call Bike Americacosts are still up. public." offer. Call 426-6650 ext 255 Phoenix Advertising, PO BoX298-4366. 4-3-8Spiegel said the Centrex Spiegel said the budget for between 8: 30 and 5:00. Ask 11707, Atlanta, Ga 3030
5 
· system was installed because of intr~murals and PE for Mike. 4-24-2 WANTED: BASSIST, 4-::\-­BO ARD EXAM tutoring.limited phone capacity, not to administration had also been vocalist, or keyboard vocalist,
save money. increased by nearly $100,000. 
1971 BMW CYCLE, 600 cc; or just vocalist-Into: Allman Enrollments now being 
"Apparently we were at the Spiegel said he had no direct 
white with black pin striping; Bros-Mason-Fleetwood Mac accepted for the upcoming: 
limit of the number of lines that 
matching fairing and 2 Clapton-Rock 'n roll MCAT-DAT-LSAT-GRE·influence on which cuts were helmets. A-1 condition. Only ATGSB-VAT-CPAT- andcould come in under the present made in the student services area 12,000 miles. 56 mpg. 
favorites. Call 254-9208.
table." or in student activities. He said ($2900 new value). Best offer 
4-28-2 NAT MED BRDS. for
information and enrollmentsAlthough he is hoping it will he told Vice-president 0 Edward over $1750.00. Phone REASONABLE RATES. call (614) 486-9646, Stanleyresult in an eventual money Pollock how much to cut and he 299-4560. 4-24-2 Experienced mechanic. Will H Kaplan Educational Center,savings, Spiegel said, ''from what decided where it was cut. do minor repair and some 18 90 Northwest Blvd,I can see at the moment, However, he said he did look ovie camera major. Free estimate. Call Columbus, Ohio 43212Centrex is costing more period." o er the activities budget. and lenses. Bell & Howell 8 25 2-5 779 or 434-4680. 4-17-teoqSpiegel said a few phones were "I just ran my eyes down mm magazine type camera 4-28-2
,, cut in the executive wing. quickly ... I drew circles around with Bell & Howell standard "ARE YOU gay and CatbOlic
The budget of the president's some things and asked lens, and Elgett telephoto and STUDENT WISHES to clean 
(or Christian) and feel you
office for next year will rise to questions." wide-angle l~nses, plus leather have a place in thecarpets using steam cleaner.$110,000 from $101,000 this carrying case. $30. Call Will underbid any commercial 
Church ... YOU DO! It's
year. That of Vice-provost John 890-3821 (Tuesdays and estimates or will apply own 
called DIGNITY. Write:
Murray will · rise to $181,000 Thursdays only) . 4-28-2 DIGNITY/DAYTON, PO bOXrates~ For more information,Recyclefrom $125,000. This includes 1283, Dayton, Oh 45401."call 254-8516. 4-28-2the salary and benefits for 2-24-2 
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Musketeers nip Raiders 
by Gordon Brown The Raiders were scheduled. to Ohio University Tuesday and 
Xavier university's baseball play Ashland College Saturday, host a do ubleheader with 
squad defeated Wright State's barring inclement weather. Defiance Wednesday at 2 pm. 
team by a score of 2-1 last They travel to Athens to play 
Monday at WSU on " a couple of 
plays we didn't execute ~ell," 
according to WSU Assistant 
Coach MCMcGuire. 
In the second inning, the 
Musketeers scored on a double 
steal after centerfielder Jim 
Jansen tripled and T erry Snider 
walked. 
In the eighth inning, Xavier's 
Merkle scored the winning run 
on an error by WSU's John 
Dorsten. 
The Raider's lone run came in 
the fifth inning wheo Steve 
Limbert walked, stole second 
base and scored on a single by 
Ken Fyffe. 
Xavier's Tim Murphy notched 
.the win, on a three hitter. Bob 
Grote was the loser , giving up 
five hits. 
Each team had an error in the 
field. 
Despite the lack of execut ion 
that cost the Raiders t he game, 
McGuire feels the infield defense 
is improving. 
"They're trying hard. It might 
be a matter of trying too hard ," 
he said. "When they start to 
relax, they'll get better." 
Another problem against 
Xavier was the lack of hit ting. 
"When we would h it the ball, 
it would be right at them," 
noted McGuire. "No ne of the 
tams we've played have run us 
off the field; it's just that we · 
have to execute to win." 
The Raiders are now 10-6. 




by Gordon Brown 
Wright State University will be 
riding 'tall in the saddle' next 
season in basketball as Head 
Coach M~rcus Jackson has 
signed the third recruit who 
measures six foo t six inches in 
height or better. ' 
. Dan Huguely , a six foot , six 
Inch forward who helped lead 
the mighty Teddies of Roosevelt 
high school to a 20-2 record and 
the Dayton City League 
championship, is the new Raider 
recruit. 
Huguely averaged fourteen 
Points per game and ha uled 
down thirteen rebounds a 
contest for the Dayton AAA 
District finalists. 
t Jac~son said Huguely, who is 
he first city league player to 
come to WSU since Belmont's 
Dave McGill in 1970 "runs welllnd , 
. shoots well. The thing that 
:~resse8 us ·is that he's young. 
e s only seventeen so he'll get
Ill h ' dUc better. He can keep up 
.efensively with his man and he 
IS a good student." 
Huguely ·has a 3.0 average and 
~lans to enter the science field at 
SU. Jackson is hoping to 
recruit Huguely's teammate, 
l'larct Donald Pearson. 
· 
Men's tennis ends three 
game losing streak 
by Gordon Brown 
The Wright State University 
men's tennis team d estroyed 
Northern Kentucky · State's 
squad on pure depth 7 to 2, 
after number one player Don 
Kesseler lost to the Norseman's 
Keven Molony 6-4, 7-6 and 
number two player Pat Thomas 
fell to Mike Schwartz 6-4, 6-7, 
7-5 in singles competition. 
The victory Thursday indoors 
at the Physical Education 
building on campus broke a 
three game losing streak a nd 
upped the Raider's record to 
6-4. 
The other singles matches saw 
Jim Nick ila trounce Chris 
Nieman 6-0, 6-1; Ron Westfall 
whip Robbie Hardin 6-3, 5-7, 
6-0; Larry Carter maul Dan 
Braun 6-2 , 6-2 and Steve Watring 
ace Randy Ficke six zip in both 
sets. 
In doubles play, it was no 
contest, as the team of Kesseler 
and Thomas destroyed Molony 
and Schwartz 6-3, 6-1; Nickila 
and Westfall crushed Nieman 
and Moeller 6-2, 6-2 and Jim The Raiders journey down to · 
Heider and Watring combined Wilberforc~ for a 3 .pm match 
for a 6-1, 6-4 victory over tbe against Central State Tuesday, 












O 7 pm-9:30 pmr·:· "-··--·· .................. ...-.......... ·····-···-·-.. ···- ... .. ..... .. 
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"All th e Fish You Can Eat" 
=~ .. 0{~O 

: t....~ " 
) !, 
In Addition 
Deep Fried Fish 
Cole Slaw 
French Fries 
$1 .75 5-6: 30pm 
The following items will be available in the Center Cafeteria 
(short order line) Monday thru Friday 5 pm-6: 15 pm. 
London Broil Raider Burger Butterfly Shrimp 
French Fries French Fries French Fries 
Salad Salad .Salad 
$1.95 $1.75 $2.10 
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Pill hurts woman's sex life 
by Arnold Werner, MD to know if wearing ci weight belt and, if possible, how to get rid
( 8-10 lbs) fo r a few hours a day of them. What precautions
Address letters to Dr Arnold would tighten up my stomach should be taken next time to
Werner, Bnx 974, East Lansing, muscles. I've tried touching my keep from getting them?
MI 48823 toes 200 times a day but that [A] Shin splints are pains that
didn't work. occur in the front part of the leg
[Q) My question concerns what [A] Your weight is fine for along the shin which are due to
effect, if any, the pill might have your height and I doubt if the the strain on certain muscles
upon a woman's sexual response. problem is one of redistribution. that attach to the shin. This
I have been taking birth control In people of normal weight, condition is a common athletic -==-..,.,,.,.,..~pills for about four years pot-bellies are a res\,llt of injury also seen in dancers. It is
continuously. Initially I decreased abdominal muscle most likely to occur after an 
hand there are so many unique However, in part because of the
reactions to sexual stimulation familiar taste and odor and inexperienced no problem in tone and poor posture. Long especially vigorous period of involving so many senses, I am part because o f ott. erenjoying the sex act; lately I periods of time spent sitting also exercise, particularly early in the not surprised to hear that thirsthave constituents which are nothad difficulties which make things worse. season when a person is not in might be one of them. filtered out, many people findappear to me to be physical, Weight belts are not advisable. good condition. Once injured, Sensations of thirst often caffeine-free coffee to be a goodrather than psychological in They are unbalancing, can throw the pain can be duplicated by accompany a dry mouth which substitute for the real th ing. Thenature. By difficulties I mean your posture out of alignment flexing the foot forward against can be produced by mouth fresh-brewed variety (as opposedthat normal vaginal" secretions and produce back tr:mble. mild resistance. breathing, the type of breathing to the instant type) isseem to be almost non-existent. Exercises that can be done in Treatment consists
This often makes for an 
of rest usual during intercourse. indistinguishable in taste fromyour room include sit-ups, which until the cpain subsides and the~ regular coffee.extremely tight and painful strengthen abdominal -muscles the gradual reinstitution of
sensation during intercourse. Is and push-ups which improve exercises. Aspirin helps with the
it .possible that the pills are posture. Some people have pain. It probably can be
affecting me adversely after trouble doing sit-ups. They can prever.ted by not going full tilt 
Rockefeller peddles toilets
taking them for four years? be aided by anchoring their feet at an athletic endeavor until you (CPS / ZNS)-Abby causes no pollut ion ano
[A] One of the side effectsoi under a piece of furniture and/or are in good shape. Rockefeller, the 31-year-old produces about 70-pounds of
birth control pills can be a doing them with the knees bent. daughter of David Rockefeller of high nitrogen fertil izer per
decrease in vaginal secretions. I Bicycling, swimming and jogging {Q) Is it common tor women to the Chase Manhattan Bank, has person per year.
have heard other women say are other exercises which will feel a sensation of thirst while gone into the organic toilet Company officia l Bob
that this has occurred after improve abdominal :r.'.luscle tone. approaching orgasm? Although I business. Kaldenbach said that th~ unit
taking them a while, although routinely experience this, I have Ms Rockefeller, an early can save the average home
not having been present initially. [Q) Recently after playing never seen it discussed. feminist organizer, is now the 40-50% of its annual water
The best way to find out what is basketball, I experienced a pain [A] Nor have 1. It seems to me chief stockholder and executive usage, and the Futuris t magazine
happening is to visit your doctor in my leg which I'm told is shin you would have to approach officer of a Cambridge company claimed that wide application of
and change to an alternate form splints. I would like to know a orgasm for an awfully long time called Clivus Multrum. the organic toilet could produce
of birth control for a period of little more about shin splints to become thirsty. On the other A Clivus Multrum is a toilet $3 billion worth of fertilizer in
time to see whether or not the that uses no water , no chemicals, the US.

situation remedies itself. 

[ Q] Masturbation causes

chafing of my foresfdn, which

can be uncomfortable, although

not painful. I discovered that

putting Vaseline on my foreskin

stopped this unpleasant side 
 IF YOU'RE AVETERAN
effect of masturbating. But, I

also realized that the foreskin is

thin and the vaseline can be

absorbed through it into the

body. I would like to know 
 RETURNING TO COLLEGE • • •whether or not using it on a long




[A] I find it extraordinarily

unlikely that much vaseline is

absorbed through the foreskin

into the body, but there is HERE ARE A-FEW
a nother good reason not to use

it . While vaseline is slippery, it is

also greasy. Greasy materials FACTS ABOUT THE

have a way of t rapping moisture ·

next to the skin, and I would be

concerned t hat vaseline under

t he f oreskin could cause ADVANTAGES OF

breakdown of the skin.

Lubricants used on the body

should be water soluble. A

variety of such lubricants (a

common one is K-Y jelly) are

available in drug stores. 
 ARMY. ROTC
The penis is meant to be

handled gently. A little less

vigorous self stimulation might

be in order. In any case, the 
 Your time in any of the services coun~sforeskin should not be so tight as constructive c redit for the first t~o 
while you take Advanced ROTC, in addi ­
that it cannot be regularly pulled 
tion to your VA henefits. You earn youryears of Army ROTC. That makes you el i ­ degree and your commiss i on at t he sameback and the area underneath gible for the Advanced Course.cleaned. If your foreskin is There are time. You can apply f o r active duty or,several reasons why that can be a goodespecially tight you may have a go into a Reserv e romponent. Army RO TC 5 

condition known as phimosis. deal. For openers, you get $100 a month worth chec k i ng into.

This should be brought to the

attention of a physician. The

treatment of this consists of FOR MORE INFOID-1ATION: Call Cpt. Cassell at (513) 229-3326 or write t he Profes­
circumcision. 
 sor of Military Science, US Army ROTC Instructor Group, Departwen t o f Mili tary
[Q) I'm not unhappy with my Science, University of Dayton, Dayton, Ohio 45469.
weight (145 lbs, 5'10" tall) . But
I would like to re-distribute I 
some of it because I am getting a Anny ROTC. --rhe more you look at ii· the lx~ttcr it looks.
bit of a "pot-belly . " I would like 
